


Richard Rodney Bennett (b. 1936)
Winter Music [10.57]
01 Recitativo [3.03]
02 Allegro [2.15]
03 Lento e mesto [5.38]

Robert Saxton (b. 1953)
04 Krystallen (première recording, dedicated to Susan Milan) [6.39]

Cecilia McDowall (b. 1951)
The Moon Dances (dedicated to Susan Milan) [13.57]
05 Paper sea and silver coins [4.00]
06 Black with shadow and wolves [5.39]
07 The red star trembles [4.17]

Arthur Butterworth (b. 1923)
08 Aubade, Op. 53 - Languido (première recording) [5.01]

Richard Rodney Bennett (b. 1936)
Summer Music [10.21]
09 Allegro tranquillo [3.17]
10 Siesta: Lento e dolce [3.43]
11 Games: Vivo [3.20]

David Heath (b. 1956)
12 Out of the Cool [6.37]

Brian Lock (b. 1967)
Sonata for Flute and Piano (première recording, dedicated to Susan Milan) [16.39]
13 Vivement [5.01]
14 Cantando [5.41]
15 Furioso [5.58]

Total playing time [70.16]



Although it enjoyed relatively greater prominence in France during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, the repertoire for flute and piano has readily come into
its own in Britain during the post-war era, not least because numerous flautists have
taken a decisive role in the works that they have commissioned as well as with the
composers that they have championed. One such artist is Susan Milan, whose unfailing
advocacy has led to several of the compositions to be heard on the present disc –
three of which are receiving their first recordings.

There can be no doubting that Richard Rodney Bennett (b 1936) ranks among the
most versatile of living British composers, with a catalogue of works embracing a
diversity of musical genres (including a notable sequence of operas from the 1960s and
a number of acclaimed film scores from the following two decades), and one which
also finds him fully conversant with a range of musical styles from over the past half-
century. The sets of pieces that are included here are no exception.

Composed in 1960, and dedicated to William Bennett and the late Susan Bradshaw,
Winter Music is typical of Bennett's early maturity in its combined angularity and
fluency - serial technique being applied with a rigorous yet deft touch. Its three
movements proceed almost without pause. The initial Recitativo [1] soon confirms the
often disruptive relationship between the two instruments, for all that the flute's more
pensive manner eventually prevails, while its Allegro successor [2] has the feeling of a
flute arabesque which is punctuated - often brusquely so - by the piano. Much the
longest movement, the Lento e Mesto finale [3] is also the most elaborate and
searching - the flute pursuing an eventful course to which the piano provides an
imaginative and often forceful context before the music eventually finds its way to an
ethereal close.



The composer Robert Saxton (b 1953) has also worked in a variety of genres, achieving
a notable success with his opera Caritas, though with an emphasis on music for
orchestra and chamber ensemble. Written in 1973 and premièred that year by Susan
Milan and Clifford Benson in a concert for the BBC, Krystallen [4] ranks among his
earliest characteristic works and suggests the influence of Elizabeth Lutyens, with
whom Saxton studied and of whose music he has been a steadfast advocate. This
single-movement piece features much resourceful writing for the flute in its lower
register, often heard against a fastidiously detailed though never intrusive piano part
and with the two instruments drawn into a tightly integrated whole. The various motifs
are then brought together in a conclusion that is as imaginative as it feels open-ended.

Over recent years, Cecilia McDowall (b 1953) has enjoyed a notable critical and public
success with her choral output, written to a wide range of texts and with a wide range
of abilities in mind, though this is but one aspect of a wide-raging output that takes in
orchestral and chamber music. Written in 2003 and premiered at London's Wigmore
Hall by Susan Milan (to whom the work is dedicated) and the pianist Ian Brown, The
Moon Dances is, in the words of the composer, "inspired by the intense imagery of
Lorca's poetry [and] evokes contrasting aspects of dance. The first movement gives a
festive exuberance to a carnival atmosphere and in the second the moon dances above
the shadows that engulf the dead. In the last movement, the girl on the swing arcs
across the sky, her dance shimmering beneath the moon".

It is also worth noting that the first movement, 'Paper sea and silver coins', [5] abounds
in quixotic interplay between the instruments and is given additional impetus by the
rhythmic volatility of the discourse. Above resonating piano chords deep down in the
bass the second movement, 'Black with shadow and wolves', [6] finds the flute
unfolding a plaintive soliloquy that draws on a range of techniques and expressive
shadings, the music at length reaching a climax of repeated gestures before resuming
its initial mood. The finale, 'The red star trembles', [7] dispels any such introspection



with a hectic interplay that eventually freezes into detached gestures prior to the final
burst of activity.

Born in Manchester, Arthur Butterworth (b 1923) has enjoyed parallel careers as
composer, conductor and orchestral musician (having played trumpet in both the
Scottish National and Hallé orchestras over many years). His still-growing output
features a sizable number of large-scale instrumental and orchestral pieces, and is
thoroughly but not slavishly grounded in the North European symphonic tradition -
Sibelius being a composer with whom Butterworth has always felt an especial affinity.

Marked Languido and dedicated 'to Mavis', Aubade [8] was written, as the composer
recalls, "in 1973 for the 16-year-old daughter of a fellow musician. It was intended, and
hopefully over the years has provided, the kind of recital work for flute and piano that
characterises the essential en dehors nature of the flute itself; the kind of exhilaration
of a bright spring morning in the English countryside". The sensuous main theme
unfolds at length before a peremptory gesture from the piano injects a greater
measure of expressive intensity. The flute gradually returns to its initial musing, and
the piece is brought to a gentle close.

Returning to Richard Rodney Bennett, and his Summer Music - written in 1983, almost
a quarter-century after the earlier work for flute and piano, and which is indicative of
the more relaxed attitude to tonality that informs the composer's more recent music.
The first movement [9], marked Allegro tranquillo, centres on an elegant theme with a
flowing accompaniment on piano, and with a central section that is hardly less poised.
The flute melody of the 'Siesta' second movement [10], marked Lento e dolce, is
enhanced with telling harmonic side-slips in the piano part (imparting a 'bluesy' quality
attesting to the composer's love of and proficiency in jazz), while the 'Games' finale,
marked Vivo [11], closely aligns the instruments in a lively dialogue that twice
alternates with music of rather greater inwardness on its way to a spirited conclusion.



The composer Dave Heath (b 1956) is active as a composer and also as a flautist in his
own right. His output (which includes a provocative Violin Concerto written for Nigel
Kennedy) amply attests to an ongoing desire to break-down whatever stylistic
boundaries are encountered.

Dedicated to Bronwen Stanway, Out of the Cool [12] unfolds as an unbroken span with
variable tempi. Over a halting piano accompaniment, the flute unfolds a plaintive
melodic line that presently takes on a greater animation as the music's expressive
profile increases accordingly. Yet the inherent lyricism of the flute part is never
sacrificed because of this, and is duly intensified on the way to the pensive close.
Written in 1986, the piece was Heath's first composition and has a smooth jazz feel
that is wholly appropriate to its title. Moreover, in Heath's words, "Out of the Cool was
written to be enjoyed, so have fun with it!"

The youngest composer featured on this disc, Brian Lock (b 1967) studied with
Alexander Goehr at Cambridge and latterly at the Chopin Academy in Warsaw with
both Henryk Górecki and Witold Lutoslawski. He is widely known as a film and media
composer, as well as an expert in digital music technology, and at present holds a
position as Senior Lecturer at the University of London. Written in 2004 and premiered
by Susan Milan in Seoul, the Sonata for Flute and Piano falls into three substantial
movements. In the words of the composer, the piece "sees another side to the flute
than the lyrical, soaring beauty which is its natural home. The instrument can be
incredibly versatile, quite brutal and even violent, while being second to none in its
agility, fluidity and also rhythmic articulation. It is these aspects and characters that
are explored in this sonata. The piece is also unforgiving in requiring the flute to show
its rhythmic and relentless side, and is only occasionally allowed to adopt its more
traditional role with reference to melodic material. The flute can make astonishing
colours and reinterpretations of the same pitch, a quality explored throughout in
movements that were conceived in terms of their gathering momentum and intensity".



The first movement, marked Vivement [13], commences with a capricious discourse
between the instruments that is maintained with an unerring sense of purpose, and
abetted by the constant rhythmic ingenuity of their interplay. An evocative arabesque
for solo flute then initiates the second movement [14], marked Cantando, the piano
contributing by way of detached gestures at the relative extremes of the instrument -
and with an often refractory dialogue emerging in the process. The finale [15], marked
Furioso, has the feeling of a 'perpetuum mobile' in which flute and piano echo and
anticipate each other's motifs with a mounting excitement that is only curtailed by the
sudden yet decisive ending.
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In 1974 Susan Milan was appointed Principal Flute of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra where she
remained for eight years until her first son was one year old. Since then she has continued to have
a multi-dimensional career as an orchestral guest principal, chamber musician, soloist, teacher and
lecturer. In Great Britain she has performed concertos with all the major orchestras and she tours
frequently throughout Europe, USA, Australia and the Far East.

She has given numerous world and UK premières and has inspired contemporary composers to
write for her, among them Richard Rodney Bennett, Antal Dorati, Carl Davis, Jindrich Feld, Edwin
Roxburgh, Robert Saxton, Ole Schmidt, Brian Lock, Robert Simpson and Cecilia McDowall. She has
recorded the Schmidt Concerto for the Da Capo label.

Recent commissions and dedications include a concerto from American composer Keith Gates,
“Oiseau Soleil” by Jean Sichler, and three works by British composers "The Moon Dances" by Cecilia
McDowall, the Flute Sonata by Brian Lock and "Octagon" by Ian Finney. Susan Milan is often heard
on the BBC and Classic FM and has previously recorded for Chandos, Hyperion, Omega, Da Capo,
Upbeat and Cala labels.

In the chamber music field, Susan has formed the Debussy Ensemble (flute, viola and harp) and The
London Chamber Music Group featuring flute, oboe, violin, viola, cello, piano and harp. With
members of the LCMG, she has recorded the chamber music of Eugene Goossens for the Chandos
label. She has also formed the Milan Trio, with her second son, Christopher Jepson, who plays the
cello, and the pianist Andrew Ball.

Susan is a Professor of the Royal College of Music, where she was herself a scholar from the age of
16. She was awarded a Fellowship of the RCM in 1999. She is Artistic Director of the Charterhouse
International Music Festival in the UK and in 2007 she was appointed adjunct Professor of
Woodwind and Chamber Music at the Heman University in Central China.



Andrew Ball studied with Kendall Taylor at the Royal College of Music and took a First in music at
Queen’s College, Oxford. Regarded as one of the foremost British pianists of his generation, a busy
career has taken him all over the world. He has a reputation for innovative and imaginative
programmes, and chamber music and contemporary music have always played a large part in his
repertoire.

He has given countless premieres (including the first British performance of Sofia Gubaidulina’s
Piano Sonata at the Bath Festival), made his Proms debut playing Messiaen and studied Tippett’s
sonatas with the composer. Ives and Busoni are also special interests. He has played with the Nash
Ensemble, London Sinfonietta, Villiers Piano Quartet and Gemini and has had a successful duo with
Madeleine Mitchell since 1992.

Many acclaimed CDs range from the complete Tippett song-cycles and vocal and choral music of Lili
Boulanger with Martyn Hill for Hyperion, to Billy Mayerl’s works for piano and orchestra. For the
Divine Art group he has recorded ‘Violin Songs’ with Madeleine Mitchell (Divine Art) and appears
amongst several esteemed musicians in the music of John Casken (“Night Fire Sun Silence – Metier
Records).

He has appeared at the Aldeburgh Festival playing two-piano music with Rolf Hind and has played
in Stravinsky’s ‘Les Noces’ for the Royal Ballet at Covent Garden and with the LSO and Gergiev at
the Barbican. Formerly a sought-after teacher at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, Andrew
Ball was Head of Keyboard at the Royal College of Music from 1999 to 2005, where he remains a
Professor. He was made a Fellow in 2006. He regularly gives masterclasses, including Berlin,
Singapore, Malaysia and Japan.
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